Class 1: Autumn 2

Literacy
What is my journey as a writer?
Fiction
-Owl Babies
-The Dark
-Can’t you sleep Little
-The owl that was afraid of the dark
-Christmas Stories

Our Value: Perseverance
Our Enquiry: What matters most, the journey or
destination?

PE
-dance and movement
-Space and relationship (trios)
-throwing & catching
-developing game skills
-virtual winter games
-kicking and passing

-link to cutting skills, letter formation, pencil grip
Non-fiction
-animals
-habitats

and threading
Design & Technology

How can I develop my skills whilst working with textiles?
-learning skills for sewing
-Designing and making a Diva lamp
-Design and make Christmas decorations
-evaluating made products.
-Christmas crafts
-Christmas songs
-safety using equipment

-question writing/developing question skills
-punctuation
-introduce story writing
Phonics
-recap Set 2 sounds look at set 3 sounds.
-sentence structure
-writing activities
-story telling
-RWI reading activities
-using my voice to express how I read

Mathematics
How can I use addition and subtraction in my
mathematical journey?
-subtraction and addition.

PHSE
How can I keep myself safe?
-promoting independence
-bonfire night safety
-healthy eating and the positive
impacts on my body.
-self-care and dental hygiene
-regulating my behaviour
-how am I an individual?

-introduction to money
-2D shapes
-3D shapes
-place value to 50
-multiplication

Notices
-Please continue to check and upload home learning challenges on to Seesaw.
-Now that the weather has got much colder, please ensure that your child has a warm coat daily.
-Please make sure that your child’s Love Reading Journal is in their book bag each day.
PE will continue to be on a Tuesday and a Friday.

Science and History
Where is my place in time?
-timelines
-chronical order
-creatures from the pass
- knowledge around extinction
- classifying animals
- recognising and labelling body parts
- animal habitats
- observing habitats

RE
-Diwali
-The Nativity
-Why is Christmas special for Christmas?
- who is Jewish and how do they live?

